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Stakeholder Engagement 

▪ PABAC

▪ PAUSD

▪ Stanford

▪ City School Transportation Safety 
Committee

▪ Community Design Engineers
(developed the Underpass Alternatives)

• Michael Price / Michael Chacon
(Churchill Partial Underpass)

• Elizabeth Alexis (Meadow/Charleston Underpass)
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Comments Summary Continued
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Bicycle  & Pedestrian Facilities Sub -Category Comments

Width and Pathway Configuration 20

Grade/Slope 3

Maneuverings  & Additional Crossing 16

Design Speed, Design Vehicle, Turning Radii, 
Sight distance etc. 

22

Connectivity 5

Construction Impacts 3

Bicycle & Ped Path on each side 12

Kellogg Ave vs. Seale 3

Miscellaneous 5

Roadways Sub -Category 
Comments

Shoulder & Lane Widths 4

Vehicular Lane 
Reduction/Modification

3

Intersection Turning Radius & 
School Bus Turning Radius

16

Roadway Grade/Slope 9

Signage 3

Loss of Landscaping Strip 1

Roundabout 7

Miscellaneous 5

Structures Sub -Category Comments

Bridge Depth Thickness 6

Vertical Clearance 7

Aesthetics 2

Miscellaneous 2

Rail Sub -Category 
Comments

Raise the Rail 3



Additional Feedback

▪ Palo Alto High School (Paly) PTSA

▪ PAUSD Subcommittee

▪ Gunn High School Survey 
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Ped/Bike Path Width

➢ Proposed Ramp Widths = 10 feet

➢ Proposed Tunnel Width = 20 feet

➢ Potential Increase to Right of Way and Utilities

Recommendation:
Widen Ped/Bike Ramps to 12 feet (Minimum) for all
three underpass alternatives.
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Increase Width from 10 ft to 12 ft

Decrease in Lane Width
(from 11.5 ft to 10.5 ft)

Increasing the width of the ped/bike 
ramp much more will result in the 
loss of the landscape strip.

Direction Required for:
- Ped/bike ramps to be greater than 12 feet

(for ramps currently shown as 10 feet wide).
- If a ped/bike traffic study should be 

conducted (additional scope).



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Grade/Slope
➢ 5% on Bicycle & Ped Pathway along 

Meadow/Charleston

➢ 8% with 5-foot landings every 35 feet used in 
select locations to minimize impacts
(e.g., Kellogg Ave ped/bike tunnel)
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Direction Required:
Should slope be revised to 5%, where feasible?
- Will increase project footprint
- Additional utility impacts, cost, etc.
- May impact right of way requirements

8% Grade w/ 
5-foot landings

5% Grade

Additional Ramp 
Length ~ 80 feet



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Ped/Bike Pathway Entrance 
Configuration (Kellogg Ave Tunnel)
➢ Revised configuration reduces ped/bike conflicts 

and reduces potential for head-on collisions
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Direction Required:
Should configuration be revised?
- Will impact Paly HS right-of-way.

Area of Concern

Ramp Down
Southbound bikes exiting ramp, 
then moving to right side of path

Northbound Bikes
(Destined for Embarcadero)

Potential Conflict

Current Layout

No Conflict of Bikes Traveling 
in Opposite Directions

Revised Layout



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Maneuverings & Additional Crossing

➢ Pedestrian crossing currently shown as striped crosswalk only

➢ Installing a bidirectional bicycle path means people have to 
cross the road to get there. The pedestrian/bicycle bridges are 
quite a detour so many riders will take the more direct route 
across the street;

➢ Direct routes across the street will not be possible in many 
locations due to the elevation difference between the 
roadway and the ped/bike path

➢ Provide for additional crossing measure such as Rectangular 
Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB) or hawk traffic signal

Recommendation:
Additional measures will be considered in subsequent phases 
of the project (if selected as the ‘preferred alternative’)
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WB ped/bike traffic must 
cross Meadow at Emerson

WB ped/bike traffic must 
cross Meadow at 2nd St also



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Design Speed, Design Bicycle, Turning 
Radii, Sight Distance, etc.
➢ 90-degree corners at several locations

to minimize right of way impacts

➢ Tandem Bikes and Cargo Bikes
may have to dismount

Recommendation:
Flare ends of tunnel, where applicable.
During final design, place signage to reduce bike speeds.
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Kellogg Ave Tunnel

10-ft Turning Radius
for Bikes (< 5 mph)

Homer Ave Tunnel

Flared End of the Tunnel 
Provides Better Line of Sight 
and Turning Radius

15-ft Turning Radius
for Bikes (< 5 mph)

Ped/Bike 
Ramp Tunnel

Retaining Wall

15-ft radius can accommodate 
all types of bicycles, including 

tandem bikes



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Dead End at the Kellogg/Alma Intersection
or at the Churchill/Alma Intersection

➢ Prevent turns from Alma onto Kellogg (or Churchill) 
and from Kellogg (or Churchill) onto Alma St.

➢ Increase the safety of bikes and peds entering and 
exiting the underpass ramp.
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Recommendation:
Significant private property impacts if U-turns for 
emergency vehicles must be accommodated… keep 
conceptual layout as-is to avoid right of way impact.

At least one full acquisition required on each 
side of street to accommodate a U-turn for 
an emergency vehicle or garbage truck.



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Connectivity

➢ Show the bike path connectivity to the major city 
facilities and how the priority bike movements work.

➢ An update to the City’s Pedestrian/Bicycle 
Transportation Plan is currently in progress.

Recommendation:
The bicycle and pedestrian network connectivity is considered part 
of the City's Bike and Pedestrian Transportation Plan. The grade 
separation project will ensure that it maintains such connections. 
(regardless of the ‘preferred alternative”)
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Construction Impacts
➢ Construct Ped/Bike Facilities in advance,

if feasible (e.g., construct the ped/bike tunnel at
Kellogg or Seale prior to construction of the
partial underpass at Churchill)

➢ Minimize/avoid circuitous detour routes, if possible

Recommendations for future phases:

- Evaluate traffic for all modes of travel during construction.

- Make provisions to accommodate ped/bike crossings on at 
least one crossing (Meadow or Charleston) during 
construction.

Council Direction:

Study new ped/bike crossings in south Palo Alto
(as part of the BPTP).
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Bike/Pedestrian Path on
Each Side of Meadow/Charleston
➢ More Traditional Design

➢ Ped/Bikes Don’t have to Cross Street Multiple Times

➢ Some Turning Movements would Not be Possible 
with an Elevated Sidewalk

➢ Completely New Alternative
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Direction Required on Additional Scope:
Should New Underpass Alternatives be Studied 
at Meadow and Charleston (that avoid 
ped/bike path on one side of the street only)?

Elevated Sidewalk on Each Side of Street
(Can be used by bikes too)

Bike Lane/Shoulder 
on Each Side of Street Paseo Padre Pkwy, Fremont



Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

Kellogg Ave/Seale Ave
➢ Kellogg Ave is Closer to Churchill/Paly HS

➢ Seale Ave is across from Peers Park
(Potentially more flexibility on the west side of the tracks)
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Council Direction:
Study the merits of a Ped/Bike Undercrossing at 
Seale Ave vs Kellogg (as part of the BPTP)

Kellogg Ave

Peers Park

Paly HS

Churchill Ave

Seale Ave

~2,300 ft~460 ft



Roadway Facilities
Shoulder and Lane Widths
➢ Standard Caltrans Lane Width = 12 feet

➢ Can Lane and/or Shoulder Widths be Reduced?

➢ Reduction to 10 or 11 feet ok on Local Streets

➢ 10 feet (Minimum)

➢ 8-foot Shoulders Adjacent to Walls
Preferred because:

- Provides space for bicyclists (Class III Bike Lane)

- Allows a disabled vehicles to pull over without 
blocking the traveled way

- At intersections, provides space for turning 
movements of emergency vehicles

- Provides room for other infrastructure (drainage 
inlets, signs, traffic signals, etc.)

Recommendation:
Reduce Lane Width to 11 feet (at Meadow & 
Charleston), and keep Shoulder Widths As-Is
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Meadow Underpass
Typical Section

(Looking East)

Recommend lane width 
reduction to 11 feet on 
Meadow & Charleston



Vehicular Lane Reduction/ 
Modification

➢ Can some turn lanes be eliminated?

➢ Are additional turn lanes required in some 
locations?

Recommendation:

- Keep lane configurations as-is. The number of 
lanes shown are per the recommendations of 
the traffic study.

- These will be confirmed in subsequent phases 
of the project.
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Churchill Partial Underpass
Typical Section of Alma St

(Looking North, just North of Churchill Ave)

Two NB Lanes Required
(per Traffic Study)

Roadway Facilities

Churchill Partial Underpass
Typical Section of Churchill Ave

(Looking East towards Alma St)

Two EB Lanes Required
(per Traffic Study)
- One Lt Turn Lane

(onto NB Alma) +
- One Rt Lane

(onto SB Alma)



Roadway Facilities

Intersection Layouts &
Design Vehicle Turning Radius
➢ Can pavement/shoulder widths be reduced?

Recommendation:
Keep conceptual designs as-is… they are based on 
accommodating a 40-foot bus, which mimics the 
size of the City’s fire truck. This is compatible with 
the design vehicle suggested by PAUSD.
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Alma/Charleston Intersection

Bus Turning Movement (from 
NB Alma to EB Charleston)



Roadway Facilities

Improve Pedestrian Safety
➢ Can pavement/shoulder widths be reduced?

Recommendation:
Consider improvements to the alternatives in 
subsequent phases of the project to improve 
pedestrian and bicycle safety. 
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Alma/Charleston Intersection

~40 ft

‘Protected Intersection’ Design
Norfolk St/Hillsdale Ave, San Mateo

Mountable Apron

- Reduces Crossing Width
- Allows for turning movement of 

large vehicles (buses, fire trucks, etc,)



Roadway Facilities
Roadway Grade/Slope

➢ Proposed roadway grades in the conceptual plans range from 7% to 12%. Stakeholders are split… some have 
suggested an increase to the grade (to reduce the footprint); some prefer flatter slopes (say, 5%) to better 
accommodate bicyclists who will use the roadway shoulder.

A. A further increase of the slope would require reduction of the design speed (and sight distance).

B. The flattening of the slopes will increase the project footprint and increase property impacts.

Recommendation:
The current profiles for Churchill/Meadow/Charleston (Design Speed = 25 mph), and Alma St (35 mph) have a balance of 
design speed, safety, and cost. Keep conceptual designs as-is.
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Design Speed 
= 25 mph
Design Speed 
= 25 mph
Design Speed 
= 20 mph
Design Speed 
= 15 mph

Charleston Profile



Roadway Facilities
Signage

➢ Signage to be developed to ensure that 
pedestrians and bike traffic is directed to 
appropriate facilities

➢ Signage for steep grades on Meadow, Charleston, 
and crossing limitations at Churchill Avenue 
(sample below)

Recommendation:
Develop signage plans during the detailed design 
development in subsequent phases of the project.
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Roadway Facilities
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Before (Existing Condition)
(Looking North on Alma St)

Loss of Landscaping Strip
(Churchill Underpass Shown ; Charleston/Meadow Similar)

➢ Loss of landscaping strip along Alma Street
will force bicycles and pedestrians to use
sidewalk near the traveled way.

➢ Providing a landscaping strip will require additional right of 
way from the properties fronting Alma St.

Trees must be Removed for Project 
(to Accommodate New Lanes)

Sidewalk Adjacent 
to Traveled Way

After (Proposed Project)

Direction Required:
Should there be a buffer between the 
back of curb and sidewalk?



Roadway Facilities
Roundabout at Charleston Road

➢ Roundabout designed with two lanes to 
accommodate existing and projected traffic

➢ Concerns:

➢ Larger roundabout will be too complex to 
navigate for bicyclists.

➢ Since the shared bike path terminates 
before the roundabout that will make it 
challenging for bicyclists and pedestrians 
to navigate around the roundabout

Recommendations:

- More detailed review will be performed to 
determine the possibility of refining the 
roundabout’s geometry.

- Widen ped/bike path on the north side of the 
roundabout.
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Roadway Facilities
Park Boulevard Continuity at
Meadow/Charleston Intersections
➢ Consider a realignment of Park Blvd to the west.

➢ Property acquisition would be required but would allow 
for north/south continuity along Park Blvd (across 
Meadow and/or Charleston), thus avoiding the need for 
a pedestrian/bike bridge over Meadow/Charleston.

Recommendation:

• Keep configuration as-is; realignment of Park Blvd would 
require the acquisition of several homes.

• Using steeper grades and reducing the design speed to 15 
mph on Meadow and/or Charleston would help in this 
regard, but not recommended as it would greatly reduce 
the sight distance along Meadow/Charleston and 
steepness of the road.
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Meadow Dr Crossing

Potential Realignment of Park 
Blvd (around the footprint of 
the lowered Meadow Dr)



Structures

Bridge Depth Thickness
➢ Conceptual Design Based on:

Top of Rail to Soffit = 0.1 * Span Length

➢ Prestressed Concrete Girders are
Typically Used by Caltrain

Recommendation:
Keep the assumed depths as-is.
Structure depths are conceptual-level estimates 
only and will be refined in subsequent phases of 
the project.
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Holly St Underpass, San Carlos

Top of Rail to
Bottom of Soffit = 4’-6”
Span Length ~ 60 ft
Depth to Span Ratio ~ 7.5%



Structures

Vertical Clearance
➢ Caltrain minimum vertical clearance is 15’-6”

➢ For the bike bridges, where feasible, 10 feet 
of vertical clearance is provided, except 
under the railroad track for the Meadow 
Underpass where 8 feet was used due to 
geometric constraints.

Recommendation:
Keep the vertical clearances as-is.
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From Caltrain’s Standards for Design 
and Maintenance of Structures:

From Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual:



Structures

Aesthetics
➢ Improve the aesthetics of the designs shown on 

the renderings.

Recommendation:
Keep renderings as-is and update them in 
subsequent phases of the project after an alternative 
is selected and input from the public is obtained.
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Holly St Underpass, San Carlos



Rail

Raise the Rail
➢ Consider raising the rail to reduce the extent of the 

roadway lowering, and thus, potentially reduce the 
grades of the road. 

Raising the rail would reduce the roadway lowering (similar 
to a Hybrid design), but would have the following 
drawbacks:

➢ Alternative construction technologies, such as the 
box jacking technique, which potentially eliminates 
the need for a shoofly, would not be possible.

➢ Shoofly tracks would be required during construction 
to raise the tracks.

Recommendation:

No revisions to the rail profile are recommended. Raising 
the rail doesn’t address some other concerns expressed 
by the stakeholders, such as having a multi-use path on 
one side of the street, and constructability, etc.
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Charleston Rd Hybrid Design



Summary

▪ Items Requiring Rail Committee’s Direction:

➢ Should ped/bike ramps be greater than 12 feet
(for ramps currently shown as 10 feet wide)?

➢ Should ped/bike traffic study be conducted (additional scope)?

➢ Should slopes of ped/bike ramps be revised to 5%, where feasible?

➢ Should ramp configuration at Kellogg (near Paly HS) be revised?

➢ Should New Underpass Alternatives be Studied at Meadow and Charleston
that provides ped/bike path on each side of the street (additional scope)?

➢ Should there be a buffer between the back of curb and sidewalk?
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Next Steps

▪ Rail Committee Study Session: Seek Direction 10/19

▪ Next Steps:

➢ Return to Rail Committee with recommendations as an action item

➢ Consultant to refine conceptual plans based on Rail Committee’s directions

➢ Coordination with PABAC Subcommittee

➢ Provide Update to Stakeholders and share refined conceptual plans

➢ Rail Committee to review revised conceptual plans, additional 
study elements, and provide recommendations to City Council on 
the preferred alternative(s)

➢ Seek City Council Review and Approval on selection of preferred 
alternative(s)
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